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BQT Technologies to List its Loyalty Token (BQTX) on Coinall Exchange and to Launch Scaling Trade 
Contest Campaign 

Peer-to-Peer Cryptocurrency Exchange Launches Event to Raise Awareness and Reward Bold Investors 

July 16, 2019 – BQT Technologies, Cryptocurrency ecosystem company providing Hedge Trading Tools 
and Certified Crypto Education announced today the listing on one of the top traded crypto exchanges, 
Coinall, in conjunction to the launch of a STAR scaling trade contest event to raise awareness and 
reward its investors. The BQT platform, which offers a variety of cryptocurrency-related products and 
services, is offering traders the opportunity to become part of a fast-growing and innovative 
cryptocurrency ecosystem through this unique event.  

During the trade contest event, traders will be able to earn additional BQT coins based on their total 
purchase volume over the allotted time. The event, which begins on July 19th, 2019 at 17:00 HKT, will 
run until July 26th, 2019 at 17:00 HKT. To participate, users must complete their KYC 1 compliance 
verification process and purchase BQT on the spot trading market.  

At the conclusion of the event, the top 20 users or pools of users with the highest volume of purchase 
orders will earn 2% of their purchase volume as a bonus. Additionally, during the contest, users who 
refer new traders will be entered into a Fee Lottery for a 50% chance to win part of the total transaction 
fees accrued throughout the event. At the end of the contest, up to 80% of the total transaction fees will 
be divided between the lottery winners. 

Although traders will initially be limited by a hard cap of a 5,000 BQT purchase volume, they can raise 
this ceiling by inviting up to 50 new users who complete the KYC 1 compliance verification process. 
However, without the added cap space, users’ total volume will only be counted until 5,000 BTQ. It is 
also worth noting that traders can participate individually or collectively pool their resources to attain a 
higher chance of placing within the top 20 volume based traders.  

Overseen by seasoned entrepreneurs including CEO Edward Mandel, an Ernst and Young Entrepreneur 
of the Year Finalist and venture capitalist, blockchain veterans like CTO Enrico Rubboli, a former Senior 
Architect at Bitfinex and Chief Architect at iFinex, and company’s Chief Relationships Officer, Luca Cotta, 
a top ICObench expert and former ETHlend marketer, BQT offers an innovative take on the 
cryptocurrency trading ecosystem.  Mandel stated, “The company’s offerings include not just the ability 
to simply trade order book pairs, but also an extensive educational platform and social channels 
designed to help traders of all levels become more familiar with the cryptocurrency universe in general.” 

 

Its BQT University is already live and has experienced significant user growth over the past year.  And its 
trading tools, including smart price matching engine utilizing its own order book and order books from 
several popular exchanges being utilized by rapidly growing trader audience.  In addition, the company’s 
peer-to-peer hedge and social channels modules, which are due to launch during the fourth quarter of 
2019, lets traders use their existing cryptocurrency assets to collateralize new purchases with dynamic 
leverage features and educational signals while mitigate risk for both pier makers and takers .  



About BQT: As a relatively new cryptocurrency trading ecosystem, BQT endeavors to differentiate itself 
from the competition by redefining how users can take advantage of their existing asset holdings and 
limit exposure to intermediaries through various social sharing tools and dynamic hedge trading features 
and providing certified education to its users. BQT counts with a geographically and professionally 
diverse group of accomplished advisors and team members in crypto and fintech space who bring 
unique expertise to the project.  

About CoinAll:  CoinAll, a strategic partner of the world-class exchange OKEx, is a leading digital asset 
exchange in the industry. Sharing the advanced security system, 24-hour global customer support, as well 
as a 20-million user base of OKEx, CoinAll is dedicated to offering the most premium digital asset trading 
experience to all users. 
 

 


